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Abstract. Grid computing has enabled scientific communities to effectively share computing
resources distributed over many independent sites. Several such communities, or Virtual
Organizations (VO), in the Open Science Grid and the European Grid Infrastructure use the
GlideinWMS system to run complex application work-flows. GlideinWMS is a pilot-based
workload management system (WMS) that creates an on-demand, dynamically-sized overlay
Condor batch system on Grid resources. While the WMS addresses the management of
compute resources, however, data management in the Grid is still the responsibility of the VO.
In general, large VOs have resources to develop complex custom solutions, while small VOs
would rather push this responsibility to the infrastructure. The latter requires a tight integration
of the WMS and the data management layers, an approach still not common in modern Grids.
In this paper we describe a solution developed to address this shortcoming in the context of
Center for Enabling Distributed Peta-scale Science (CEDPS) by integrating GlideinWMS with
Globus Online (GO). Globus Online is a fast, reliable file transfer service that makes it easy for
any user to move data. The solution eliminates the need for the users to provide custom data
transfer solutions in the application by making this functionality part of the GlideinWMS
infrastructure. To achieve this, GlideinWMS uses the file transfer plug-in architecture of
Condor. The paper describes the system architecture and how this solution can be extended to
support data transfer services other than Globus Online when used with Condor or
GlideinWMS.
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1. Introduction
Grid computing has been widely deployed and used by big and widespread scientific communities
with high computing demands, such as high-energy physics (HEP). While Grids enable pooling of
resources across different administrative domains with relative ease, they also bring several challenges
for the users in the management of these resources. Several communities, or Virtual Organizations
(VO), in the Open Science Grid (OSG) [1] and the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) have
effectively used GlideinWMS to circumvent these challenges. Section 2 gives an overview of
GlideinWMS, a pilot-based workload management system.
While GlideinWMS can effectively tackle the challenges of managing compute resources, data
management in the Grid is still the responsibility of the VO. Large VOs have the resources to develop
complex custom solutions for managing their data. Smaller VOs and individual researchers, however,
would rather push the responsibility of data movement over the Grid to the underlying infrastructure.
The CEDPS project [7] worked towards the goal of enabling large-scale computation by producing
technical innovations designed to allow rapid and dependable data placement within a distributed
high-performance infrastructure. Section 3 describes Globus Online [9], a fast, reliable, file transfer
solution developed in the context of the CEDPS project.
Irrespectively of the data management solution selected, its effective use requires that it work in
concert with the workload management system, an approach still not common in modern Grids.
Section 4 describes the approach used to integrate GlideinWMS with Globus Online to provide an
End-to-end solution for integrated WMS and data management system. Section 5 describes the results
of our scalability tests for this approach. We discuss future work in section 6 and we conclude in
section 7.
2. GlideinWMS
A pilot-based WMS is a pull-based WMS that creates an overlay pool of compute resources on top of
the Grid. Several pilot-based WMS infrastructures [5] are used by different VOs in OSG and EGI.
GlideinWMS is a pilot-based WMS that creates on demand a dynamically sized overlay Condor batch
system [2] on demand on Grid resources to address the complex needs of VOs in running application
workflows. This section describes Condor and GlideinWMS.
2.1. Condor
Condor started as a batch system for harnessing idle cycles on personal workstations [8]. Since then it
has matured to become a major player in the compute resource management area.
A Condor pool is composed of several logical entities, as shown in figure 1:
• The central manager acts as a repository of the queues and resources. A process called the
“collector” acts as an information dashboard.
• A process called the “startd” manages the compute resources provided by the execution
machines (worker nodes in the diagram). The startd gathers the characteristics of compute
resources such as CPU, memory, system load, etc. and publishes it to the collector.
• A process called the “schedd” maintains a persistent job queue for jobs submitted by the
users.
• A process called the “negotiator” is responsible for matching the compute resources to user
jobs.
The communication flow in Condor is fully asynchronous. Each startd and each schedd advertise
the information to the collector asynchronously. Similarly, the negotiator starts the matchmaking cycle
using its own timing. The negotiator periodically queries the schedd to get the characteristics of the
queued jobs and matches them to available resources. All the matches are then ordered based on user
priority and communicated back to the schedds, that in turn transfer the matched user jobs to the
selected startds for execution. To fairly distribute the resources among users, the negotiator tracks
resource consumption by users and calculates user priorities accordingly. With these characteristics,
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Condor is an excellent choice for a pilot-based WMS; all a pilot jobs needs to do is configure and start
a startd that reports as an idle compute resource to the collector.

Figure 1: Condor architecture overview
2.2. Condor file transfer plugin architecture
Condor supports the transferring of input files to a worker node (startd) before a job is launched and of
output files to the submit node (schedd) after the job is finished. When launching large amounts of
jobs, however, this can cause a significant I/O load on the submit machine.
To ease this I/O load, Condor also supports third-party transfers for both input and output
sandboxes. The input can be specified as a URL in the job description file. When the job is launched,
the submit node does not send the file itself, but instead instructs the execute node to retrieve this URL
directly. The output can also be specified as a URL. In this case, the execute node invokes a plugin to
move the output to destination, instead of moving all files back to the submit node.
This is accomplished by a flexible plugin architecture, which allows Condor to support a wide
variety of mechanisms to handle any URL type. By default, Condor supports basic URL types, such as
ftp and http. Using the plugin architecture, though, Condor can easily be extended to support domainspecific protocols, such as GridFTP and Globus Online. Plugins are registered statically with the
system and report success or failure of a transfer via an exit code.
Input files may be a mix of regular transfers and different URL types. In order for the system to
improve transfer reliability, Condor automatically adds the requirement for the job that the necessary
URL plugins exist. These requirements are then enforced by the Condor matchmaking [11]
mechanism. The output sandbox can also be transferred by a plugin, although some additional
limitations exist. In practice, all output must be transferred using the same plugin with the same
destination. Hence, individual files cannot go to separately specified URLs. In addition, the plugin for
a URL is invoked for each output file in a list. The Condor team is planning to address these issues in
subsequent releases of Condor.
2.3. GlideinWMS overview
The GlideinWMS [4] is built on top of Condor. Functionally, it can be organized into three logical
architectural entities as shown in figure 2
• A dashboard used for message exchange. A Condor collector is used for this task. This
collector, along with a Condor negotiator, also acts as a central manager for the pilot jobs.
• Glidein factories that create and submit pilot jobs to the Grid using Condor-G [3] as a Grid
submission tool.
• VO frontends that monitor the status of the Condor WMS and regulate the number of pilot
jobs sent by the glidein factories.
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The GlideinWMS architecture supports multiple glidein factories and frontends working together
through a common WMS collector. This separation of tasks allows for better scalability.

Figure 2: GlideinWMS architecture overview
3. Globus Online
Globus Online uses a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) infrastructure to deliver high-performance, reliable
and secure data movement capabilities. It allows users to request the movement or synchronization of
datasets between remote storage systems that are commonly located in different administrative
domains. Globus Online provides an easy-to-use web, REST, and command line interfaces. Figure 3
provides an overview of Globus Online.

Figure 3: Globus Online architectural overview
Globus Connect Multi User (GCMU) [12], a multiuser version of Globus Connect described in
Section 3.1, provides the functionality of a Globus Online endpoint in multi-user environments such as
campus clusters. Researchers with minimal IT expertise can use Globus Online to move large
scientific data sets reliably and quickly amongst national cyber infrastructures, super computing
facilities, campus systems, and personal computers.
3.1. Globus Connect
Globus Connect solves the “last mile problem” of transferring data to and from the user’s desktop or
laptop. Globus Connect is a special packaging and wrapping of the GridFTP server binaries for
4
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Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. Since Globus Connect makes only outbound connections, it can be
used to transfer files to and from a machine behind a firewall or Network Address Translation device.
Figure 4 shows the steps involved in performing a transfer to/from a Globus Connect endpoint via
Globus Online.
User

(2) User makes request
to Globus Online: e.g.,"transfer
data from MyDesktop to SiteA"

Globus
Online

(1) Globus Connect
client registers with
Globus Online

(3) Globus Online
forwards requests
to Globus Connect

GridFTP
server
"SiteA"

(4) Globus Connect establishes data channel
connection to SiteA and transfers data

Globus
Connect

"MyDesktop"

Figure 4: Globus Connect
4. Integrating GlideinWMS with the Globus Online
Modern Grid user communities put significant effort in identifying WMS and data management
solutions that cater to their needs. Typical data movement happens within the user job; however, we
argue that moving the data to the job or a job to the data should be the responsibility of the
infrastructure. A similar argument holds for the transferring of the output sandbox produced by the
job. Integrating the WMS and data management pushes this responsibility to the infrastructure, thus
allowing the jobs to focus exclusively on data processing.
In this section we describe the mechanism used to integrate GlideinWMS with Globus Online. The
mechanism described uses the “custom scripts” feature in GlideinWMS (section 4.1) and the file
transfer plugin architecture of Condor (section 2.2). This mechanism can be easily extended by VOs to
support custom file transfer protocols. This decouples the responsibilities of the user jobs and
workflows from those of the data delivery layer.
4.1. GlideinWMS custom scripts
GlideinWMS supports running validation scripts on the grid worker nodes. The pilot, commonly
called as a glidein in the GlideinWMS, runs these scripts after it starts up on the worker node and
before it runs the Condor daemons that register the node to the VO pool. These validation scripts
perform necessary checks to validate the ability of the grid worker node to run user jobs. If any of the
validation checks fail, the glidein exits, thus shielding the user job from potential failures.
The glideinWMS factory comes with the validation scripts that perform common validation checks
for OSG and EGI. GlideinWMS also empowers the VO to configure their frontend with custom scripts
specific to their VO.
4.2. Globus Online transfer plugin
The Globus Online (GO) plugin [6] developed for Condor uses Globus Connect as an endpoint to
transfer files using GO. The Globus Online plugin only supports X509 authentication and requires a
valid proxy to successfully transfer files. It also expects that the location to the file be specified in the
format “globusonline://<GOusername>:<GOendpoint>:<GOfilepath>”
The Globus Online plugin is independent of the version of GlideinWMS, but it depends on the
Globus Connect version. The plugin registers the support for the globusonline:// file transfer protocol
with the Condor daemons through the plugin registration. On encountering an input or output file
starting with globusonline://, Condor invokes the Globus Online plugin. The plugin creates a Globus
Connect endpoint on the fly that registers itself with the central Globus Online Services. The plugin
then uses this endpoint to transfer the file using Globus Online. After the transfer completes, the
plugin shuts down the Globus Connect endpoint and performs the required cleanup.
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4.3. Integrating GlideinWMS with Globus Online
Figure 5 shows the steps involved in transferring an input file using the plugin. The flow for
transferring output files is very similar, except that the starter executes the job before invoking the
plugin to transfer the file.

Figure 5: Transferring input files using Globus Online plugin
4.4. Asynchronous sandbox management
One potential way to achieve better long-term throughput over the life span of several jobs is to
overlap job execution and I/O. The I/O phase, in fact, often blocks waiting for the availability of data
transfer servers. In this case, the CPU can be used to run computations from another independent job,
rather than staying idle. Specifically, if the input, execution, and output of Job A are independent of
the input, execution, and output of Job B, overlapping is possible. When Job A finishes, it will begin
transferring its output while Condor can begin the transfer of input and the execution of Job B. When
considered over a workload of many jobs, this technique has the potential to benefit overall
computational throughput. Figure 6 shows a diagram that compares the synchronous and
asynchronous sandbox transfer in Condor.

Figure 6: Synchronous vs. Asynchronous sandbox transfer in Condor
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Condor was extended to allow persistent registration of job sandboxes, so that job execution and
the management of the job’s sandbox are decoupled. The sandbox management component is
responsible for creating, registering, tracking, and cleaning up job sandboxes as requested. The job’s
execution was explicitly broken into three distinct phases: transferring input, execution, and
transferring output; these were made into separate Condor job states. Using those mechanisms, Condor
was then modified to explicitly begin the transfer and execution of another job while simultaneously
transferring the output of the previous job. When the output has been successfully transferred, Condor
unregisters that sandbox and that job is marked as complete.
5. Scalability Tests
The integration approach described in the previous sections involves several systems, namely
GlideinWMS as the WMS interface to Grid and the Globus Online as the data management system.
Both of these systems have different scalability limits. For practical purposes, one is interested in how
the integration of the WMS and data management systems scales, as well as identifying potential
bottlenecks.
5.1. Test setup
To test the scalability of the system, we deployed a GlideinWMS factory and frontend on a Virtual
Machine (VM). The testbed was hosted on FermiCloud [10] resources. FermiCloud provides an
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) private cloud for the Fermilab Scientific Program. A GridFTP server
running on another VM in the FermiCloud served as the Globus Online endpoint.
For the purpose of scalability tests, 5000 user jobs were submitted. Because of the usage quota only
2636 jobs of these 5000 jobs were considered for analysis. 2636 jobs translated to 16374 files
transferred using Globus Online.
5.2. Analysis
Figure 9 shows the graphical representation of the results of scale tests using a prototypical plugin.
First, the exit code of the plugin was used to analyze the success of a transfer. As shown in figure
9(a), 86% of the plugin invocations resulted in successful transfers while a very small percentage
resulted in failure. Almost 14% of the plugin invocations – 2234 in total – terminated abnormally.
Figure 9(b) shows further analysis of the abnormal termination of the plugin. Out of 2234 abnormal
terminations, 67% resulted in successful transmission the files, while the remaining 33% failed at
various stages in the plugin. The total number of successful transfers was 95%, as determined from the
two analyses above (figure 9(c)).

(a) Plugin exit status

(b) Plugin abnormal
termination

(c) File transfer status

Figure 7: Scalability Tests
Several simultaneous invocation of the plugin resulted in multiple Globus Connects contacting the
Globus Online relay servers. This exceeded the scalability limits and thus increased the load on the
Globus Online relay servers. We think that this load, along with job preemption by the testbed batch
system contributed to the abnormal termination of the plugin. Also, these results were from the initial
7
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phase of the Globus Online infrastructure. Improved error handling and retries in the plugin can
greatly reduce the abnormal terminations, making the plugin exit status a reliable measure of the file
transfer status.
Since this plugin is Globus Online-specific, transfer plugins written for other protocols or services
would see a different success rate based on the data transfer service/protocol used.
5.3. Plugin performance
In order to measure the performance of the plugin with respect to direct Globus Online transfers, we
ran a series of transfers for files of varying sizes using the plugin and again directly through Globus
Online. Figure 10 shows the comparison of the transfers. As expected, the plugin suffers from
overhead involved in setting up the Globus Connect endpoint before the transfers can start. As the file
size increases, the overhead becomes less significant compared to actual transfers. The overhead can
also be reduced by if GCMU is pre-installed on the compute node.

Figure 8: Globus Online plugin performance
6. Future Work
Based on the results of the scale testing, the Globus Online team is working on improving the
scalability of the relevant components of their infrastructure. The Condor team is also working on
enhancing the file transfer plugin architecture. The current architecture invokes the transfer plugin
once per file. Grouping these invocations could greatly improve individual transfer performance.
Globus Online plugin can take advantage of these improvements to increase the overall performance.
7. Conclusions
Several VOs in OSG and EGI use GlideinWMS as a workload management system to run complex
scientific workflows. Large VOs have resources to develop complex data management solutions,
while small VOs would rather cede this responsibility to the infrastructure. The Globus Online plugin
developed in the context of the CEDPS project is one possible approach to integrate GlideinWMS
with Globus Online using the Condor file transfer plugin architecture. This approach can be easily
extended to integrate different data transfer protocols and services with GlideinWMS.
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